All-in-One Saltwater Chlorinator
+ Mineral Purifying System

POOL MAINTENANCE
MADE EASY
Cleaner water, less hassle
Nature2 Fusion Soft is an all-in-one saltwater
chlorinator and mineral purifying system
for inground pools. By combining a saltwater
chlorinator with proven Nature2 mineral
technology, Nature2 Fusion Soft delivers sparkling
clean pool water that’s pure, fresh, and gently
soothing. It is proven to control bacteria and algae,
and provide better pH balance and alkalinity levels
without the harsh effects of traditional chemicals.

REDUCES
CHEMICAL USE
UP TO 40%

CONTROLS
ALGAE &
BACTERIA

HELPS
DECREASE POOL
MAINTENANCE

Nature2 Fusion Soft is a robust and convenient saltwater chlorinator and mineral
purification system. This easy-to-use solution automatically dispenses Nature2
minerals that work to control bacteria and algae for a sparkling clean pool.
All-in-One Saltwater Chlorinator
+ Mineral Purifying System

Saltwater Chlorinator with
Exclusive AquaPure® Technology
Using ordinary salt that is added to the pool water,
it automatically generates and dispenses chlorine.

Nature2 Mineral Cartridge
Nature2 is an effective pool purifying solution.
It uses mineral technology to provide
superior pool water quality.

Convenient Universal Union Connectors
Connects easily to any 2” or 2½” pipe,
and is the perfect complement to the
Jandy® Pro Series Versa Plumb® system.

Technologically-Advanced Automatic Sensor
Time tested, reliable and durable sensor that
tests for salinity, temperature and water flow
for maximum efficiency.

Commercial-Grade Durability
Engineered with the highest quality materials.

Tool-Free Drain Plug
Simplify the winterizing process in just seconds.

First Nature2 cartridge is included.
Replace cartridge at the beginning of each pool season.
Part number: 50002000

SPECIFICATIONS: FSOFT1400C
Pool Capacity: Up to 113,600 Litres (30,000 Gallons)
Maximum operating pressure: 50 psi
Minimum flow rate: 30 gpm
Maximum flow rate: 120 gpm
Recommended Salt Level: 3,000 ppm
Dimensions: 42 cm x 40 cm x 37cm (16.5” L x 16” H x 14.5” D)
Weight (empty): 4.9kg (11 lbs)
This system is powered by the FUSIONM
power pack (Part no. FUSIONM).
Power pack sold separately.
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